
Rashed Fahhad Mohammed Alsaffar
Computer Technical Support

Computer technical support, skilled in computer

maintenance and programing. I am desired to learn

and improve myself continuously on a professional

and personal level, keeping up with the rapidly

developing world around me. My goal is to build a

successful career by being an effective member in

an organisation where I can contribute and have a

differential value, helping the organisation to achieve

its objectives.

Contact Info

0535303528

rashed55388@gmail.com

Riyadh

Saudi Arabia

Saudi

Skills

Computer Maintenance Expert

Microsoft Office Advanced

C++ Intermediate

Python Intermediate

Dealing with operatin… Intermediate

Multi-tasking Advanced

Solving printers problems and m… Advanced

Languages

Arabic Native

English Good

Experience

05/2021 - 06/2021

Perfect Presentation Company (2P) Technical support specialist

An operator of King Saud University, and I work as technical support for maintenance of computers.

03/2021 - 05/2021

safari company Fiber installer

Installing، programing and testing the fiber devices for customers.

10/2019 - 10/2020

Ali Ahmed Al Qabas Trading Est Customer Accountant

I work by registering items and issuing invoices to customers using the company's electronic system. Preparing the daily account statement
and submitting it to the branch accountant.

05/2019 - 08/2019

Mishkat Association for the memorization of the Qur'an in Bisha. Computer technical support (cooperative training)

Completing the work of Mishkat Association and following up the work and maintenance of computers.

06/2012 - 05/2017

Mohammed Abdulrahman Abdullah Foundation Expeditor

Completing the institution’s transactions in government departments.

Education

08/2019

Technical College of Bisha Diploma - Computer Technical Support

Graduated GPA : 4.27 of 5 with second class honors. 
 
Computer technical support is a specialization that is interested in many technical problems. And it is an infinite specialty, most of the large
companies that sell their hardware or software or provide services over the network and in turn provide technical support service by phone, e-
mail or websites.

Courses

03/2021

Optical fiber cable Dorob

learn how different optical fiber cable work, test and maintained. Also, learn how to weld connect it.

01/2020

Information Security Dorob

The tools to provide the information protection from the risks that could cause more problem in the future. And these tools can provide
protection for the information from the internal or external risks.

01/2020

smart work ethic Dorob

Work ethic is a core value that usually reflects people's desire for achievement and hard work; Which qualifies them to gain the trust of
employers and form the successful professional relationships.

12/2019

cyber security Digital Road Institute

learn how to protect systems, networks and programs from the digital attacks.
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